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ABSTRACT
In the last two decades, many economists have stressed the role of accounting standards’
flexibility in proliferating the phenomenon of financial engineering, creative accounting
and, as often referred to, “cooking the books”. Many other scholars have tried to explain
financial scandals caused by excessive earnings management with the social and ethical
value on which the accounting system is founded in the different countries of the world. In
this paper, we argue that financial flexibility is not an obstacle in achieving a financial
reporting disclosure that is able to be fair and true if the reporting process is in line with
ethical principles, too. We also believe that even if the accounting rules flexibility may, in
some cases, affect the fairness of financial reporting, the underhand risks of a too rigid
accounting system are also considerable. We offer, at last, an interpretation of the
relationship between flexibility and accounting policies based on the Italian financial
accounting traditional theory.
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1. What is creative accounting? A literature review
The profile of creative accounting can be outlined by the exam of its
features.
The first is “the use of flexibility provided within the accounting
principles or accounting standards to manage recognition, measurement or
presentation of different accounting facts to serve the purpose of those who
prepare the accounts rather than of who are likely to use these accounts” (D.
Kumar Khatri, 2015, p. 1). This kind of use of flexibility is red by many
authors as morally reprehensible from an ethical perspective, because the
information is not fair to all stakeholders and the manipulation involves an
“unjust exercise of power” (C. Gowthorpe, O. Amat, 2005, p. 63) of some
users relative to others. The same authors consider also another kind of
manipulation, called the “macroeconomic” one: it involves “the lobbying of
regulators to persuade them to produce regulation that is more favorable to
the interests of preparers” (p. 55).
Similar to flexibility, but stronger, is the use of subjectivity – if permitted
by regulators – in the interpretation of accounting rules (I. Della Torre,
2008). This practice is also called “aggressive accounting”, because the
financial information, even if it’s compliant with the law or the accounting
standards, does not reflect the real situation of the company. The role of
managers’ judgement in drawing up accounting and influencing outcomes
has been pointed up by P.M. Healey, J.M. Wahlen (1999), who have
detected how earnings management can take place if standard setters allow
managers exercise much judgement in reporting.
Creative accounting, therefore, is a very broad subject. J. Blake and O.A.
Salas (2001) identify four different situations that can make creative
accounting emerge:
- the possibility for a company to choose between different accounting
methods or policies;
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- the existence of “an unavoidable degree of estimation, judgement, and
prediction” (p. 157);
- the profit’s shift between accounting periods, through artificial
transactions;
- the profit’s shift between accounting period, through genuine and
permitted transactions.
J. Blake, R. Bond, O. Amat, E. Oliveras (2000), in addition to the
mentioned ways in which manipulation may arise, include the bias in the
making of accounting valuations, too.
The definition of creative accounting is so broad that while some authors
include fraudulent financial reporting in the use of creativity in reporting
(C.W. Mulford, E.E. Cominsky, 2002), some others, like the U.K. Chartered
Institute of Management Accountants, propose a much narrower definition
of such a manipulation, founded on the goal to give a favourable impression
of the company’s results.
M. Jones (2011) believes that creative accounting doesn’t include fraud;
he qualifies it by the use of flexibility to manage the measurement and
presentation of accounts in a way that benefits the accounts’ preparers
instead of the users. A similar approach is adopted by M. Billings (2011, p.
1185) who states that “The difference between creative accounting and
fraud is analogous to the distinction usually made between tax avoidance
and tax evasion. In both case the former is legal and the latter not”. This
meaning of creative accounting is very similar to the definition of “window
dressing”, a practice in which “accounts still comply with the letter of the
law and accounting standards, although not necessarily their spirit” (G.
Breton, R.J. Taffler, 1995, p. 82; K.H.M. Naser, 1993, chapter 12).
Many studies are focused on motivations for creative accounting; other
emphasize the negative, as well as positive, aspects of accounting
manipulation.
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With reference to motivations, many authors, like A. K. Malhotra (2013)
and R. Bakare (2016), identify various reasons causing creativity in
reporting: executive compensation linked to income measurement; need to
reduce the profits’ variability; tax levies based on income; advisability to
attend to investors’ (or others stakeholders) expectations; matching reported
earnings to profit forecasts; existence of constraint or obligations based on
the reported amounts of earnings.
Relative to the consequences of accounts’ “make-up”, it is possible to
examine the topic from two different points of view: “one positive in which
creativity has an innovative role bringing added value to the accounting
science, and other, negative that uses «unorthodox» practices to present in
a favourable position something that does not exist” (A.K. Malhotra, 2013,
p. 16). Smoothing interventions, for example, are a way to obtain relative
absence of income variability – that is one measure of earnings high quality
K. Schipper, L. Vincent, 2003) – and can be achieved by creative
accounting. But creative accounting can also cause failures and scandals, as
a large literature has highlighted in the last decade (C.C. Chang, J. Duke,
S.J. Hsieh, 2011; M. Agostini, G. Favero, 2017; M. Omurgonulsen, U.
Omurgolunsen, 2009).
According to some scholars, it’s the importance of ethics in company’s
accounting policies that determines the difference between constructive and
damaging creative accounting’s practices (F. Tassadaq, Q.A. Malik, 2015).
In addition to ethical values at the microeconomic level, other researchers,
following Gray’s model (S.J. Gray, 1988; S.J. Gray, H.M. Vint, 1995) also
assign relevance to social values that underlie national and international
accounting models.
The nature (positive/constructive or negative/deceptive) of creative
accounting is therefore affected by the ethical profile of both companies and
national or international accounting frameworks.
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2. Creative accounting versus accounting policies
Considering the literature described above, it’s possible to state that:
- creative accounting doesn’t involve necessarily frauds, deceits or
falsities; it’s possible to be “creative” in filling companies accounts
without being outlaw;
- creative accounting may be the results of a choice between permitted
alternative accounting policies or a natural consequence of financial
reporting flexibility or the effect of the assignment of a great degree
of discretion in preparing financial reporting (J.K. Niyama, A.M.
Gomes Rodrigues, 2015).
In any case, creative accounting consists of manipulation of financial
results; to understand the consequences of this manipulation, it’s important
to analyze what is exactly the process of “transformation” of financial
accounting figures and to outline the edge of the positive creative
accounting.
To manipulate the items of annual accounts means to underrate or to
overstate the value of one or more items, often to support a particular group
of stakeholder.
The terms “underrate” and “overstate” could denote a misleading view of
the company’s reality if referred to an item that has an objective value. On
the contrary, if there are many possible values that the item can have, it is
much more difficult to identify a fallacious esteem.
It being understood that we want to refer only to manipulations that are
not illegal, in our opinion, it is very important to distinguish two variables
that affect manipulations:
- the typology and the numbers of stakeholders that take advantage
from the manipulation;
- the quantitative weight of the item manipulated relative to firm’s
other revenues/costs, or assets/liabilities.
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It is evident, in fact, that if a company accounts for a transaction in such
a way that it underestimates one year’s earnings and overestimates the next
years’ earnings, but the transaction has not a significant impact on average
annual earnings, this fact doesn’t assume the form of creative accounting,
because there isn’t a real manipulation: it’s simply an accounting policy.
In addition to account manipulation, creative accounting is featured by
the goal to take advantage to some stakeholders at the expense to some
others. A manipulation that favours, for example, investors, because it tries
to smooth earnings over time, but does not disadvantage tax authorities,
employees, creditors, and so on, can’t be the cause of creative accounting.
We believe, therefore, that there are three levels of manipulations:
- manipulations that define crimes or frauds, because they infringe a
law;
- manipulations that cause creative accounting, when they are not
outlaw, but they damage a stakeholder and have a significant impact
on the average level of earnings;
- other manipulations, that can be define as simply accounting policies.
Even if all the three way to manipulate accounts, listed above, are
characterized by a conscious distortion of reality (A.K. Malhotra, 2013),
only the first and the second are able to produce a damage to some
stakeholder in order to advantage others.
As the international literature, in the last two decades, has been focused
on creative accounting but has much less addressed the topic of accounting
policies, in the next page we will mention the Italian traditional theory on
accounting policies, to understand which links exist between the two topics.
Our traditional Italian culture on financial and economic matters has
made us understand that there is a dichotomy between the financial
reporting’s flexibility and the willingness to be compliant to reporting
standards and laws.
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In the Italian financial accounting traditional theory, Pietro Onida (P.
Onida, 1951, p. 21), teaches that annual profit is an “abstract quantity” i.e.
it isn’t an indisputable quantity, because the profit value depends on the
value of revenues and costs and they, in turn, vary because of the accrual
accounting method. In fact, when an accountant applies the accrual method
to estimate annual profit, there is an unavoidable degree of estimation,
judgement, subjectivity and prediction. However, the choice of recognizing
and reporting a revenue or a cost depends on the goal assigned to financial
reporting.
Onida thinks also that financial reporting may have many goals: for every
purpose it is possible to identify a set of recognition criteria and
measurement concepts for assets and liabilities and, then, for revenues and
expenses (P. Onida, 1951, pp. 109-110); all valuation methods may be
theoretically correct, if they are consistent with the goal of the financial
statement framework.
Many theories have been developed in the last hundred years on the goals
of financial reporting: some have nowadays only a theoretical and historical
relevance; some others (and particularly, those called “ALFA goal” and
“BETA goal”) have been used in practice to inspiring accountants and
auditors work (G. Zanda, 2007, pp. 46-70). “ALFA goal” considers profit
as an indication of the trend of events that affect the firm during a reporting
period: profits are then volatile and have dramatic rises and falls over the
time. “BETA theory”, on the contrary, argues that annual accounts have to
be an indication of firm profitability: income has to be smoothed over time
and trend in profit must be steady.
Anyway, accountants have first to outline the goals of external reporting
(or the reasons for which the annual accounts are drawn up) and, then, to fix
the method to evaluate assets and liabilities. This practice permits to achieve
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a high level of flexibility, but makes impossible to standardize and to
compare accounts of different enterprises.
Conversely, many countries’ laws on financial reporting (such as Italian
law for not public companies’ financial reporting) and the most widespread
accounting standards have followed another way: they have chosen a set of
accounting principles, suitable for some of the goals, but they have not
clarified which goal accountants have to achieve. In this way, the annual
accounts are less flexible, but they can be easily compared.
Many Italian economists has supported the idea that these two approaches
were not really divergent (P. Capaldo, 1998, pp. 51-52) and that it’s also
possible to choose a “via intermedia” (an intermediate way), that means to
identify some relevant earnings models (some paradigmatic models for
profit) and to adapt these models to practical or theoretical situations.
However, in the last thirty years, a fracture between theory on one side
and laws/accounting standards on the other side was dramatically evident.
Accountants asked to reach flexibility by fixing a set of goals to assign to
the annual accounts and by leaving freedom to choose principles that could
reach these goals; laws detected hazy goals but identified compelling
accounting principles. Among these principles, for example, for long time
(at least about in pre-IFRS period) prudence had in Italy a deep-rooted role,
as laws wanted to favour firms’ creditors.
In the international environment the quest for flexibility has accompanied
the development of standardized accounting standards and while the rules
were becoming gradually more contingent, some phenomenon, such as
“creative accounting” and “financial engineering”, began to be studied in
theory and to be applied in practice, to the point of giving rise to well-known
financial scandals.
In fact, even if the first studies on “creative accounting” are, indeed, much
older than two/three decades (in the U.K., the term “creative accounting”
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was thought up in the second half of the Eighties and in the U.S.A., in the
Nineties) the topic became really well known in all industrialized countries
in the second part of Nineties. In more recent years, many scholars study the
phenomenon of “earnings quality”, that is, in our opinion, an evolution, in
a positive way, of the studies on creative accounting, as a tool to prevent
negative accounts’ manipulations.
3. Conclusions and implications for future research
The current study contributes to emphasize the literature debate on the
consequences of creative accounting and on the differences between
deceptive accounts’ manipulations and accounting policies.
In this paper, we argue that creativity in accounting is not always
reprehensible, because, in some cases, it’s only the result of using
accountants’ personal judgement on matters on which law is flexible.
It’s therefore important to distinguish, on one hand, accounts’
manipulations that conduct to falsities and frauds and negative creative
accounting, that are always to be convicted, and, on the other hand, positive
creative accounting and/or accounting policies; the latter, without damaging
any stakeholders, can be useful to improve the quality of earnings or to
implement information that is not expressly requested by rules.
We believe that flexibility is not the main cause of “creativity”, but only
a way to make accounting more “creative”. Flexibility, for example, allows
managers to account also for information that are not requested by laws, or
to record non-financial information, like the social or the environmental
impact of firm’s activities or their sustainability. In this sense, flexibility is
not deceptive, because it can lead to a more complete annual reporting (J.
Dumay, C. Bernardi, J. Guthrie, P. Demartini, 2016) and improve ethical
behavior in accounting.
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There are, moreover, assets and liabilities whose valuation is unavoidably
subjective and the flexibility is a tool to permit to reflex the real substance
of the item.
To make flexibility work and, at the same time, to avoid financial
scandals, the principle of substance over form should never be understated
and ethical value must never be neglected, both on the companies’ level and
on the countries’ accounting framework level. Even if the development and
the spread of creative accounting are not depending on the accounting
model adopted in a single country (J. Blake, O.A. Salas, 2011), the ethical
values that distinguish a culture or a society may affect the practice of
account manipulation.
The current research also presents numerous limitations, such as the lack
of empirical data on the frequency of accounting policies and creative
accounting practices, or the absence of statistical surveys on the number of
companies in which creativity in accounting has determined frauds or
failures. We are confident this study represents a first step to develop studies
on creative accounting applied to the Italian market and, over all, to enhance
the role of ethics in accounting.
Conclusively, we underline that flexibility in accounting principles
should not be interpreted as an obstacle to a fair reporting, but as an
opportunity to reflect a best view of a company’s situation.
Negative creative accounting has not its roots in flexibility, but in the lack
of ethics; it’s the latter that improves the deceptive creative practices and
not the account creativity to lead to unethical behavior.
Managers, therefore, have to use the flexibility allowed by accounting
standards to make the financial reporting a realistic photograph of the
company’s situation, useful for all stakeholders.
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